Advances and management of solid tumors in children.
In recent years there has been a significant improvement in the survival rate of children with malignant solid tumors. With Wilms' tumor, the survival rate has risen to 80%, but a subset of these patients with unfavorable histologies and therefore a higher rate of relapse need a different strategy. For those patients with soft tissue sarcoma, brain tumors, and bone tumors the combination of preoperative chemotherapy, surgery, and radiotherapy followed by maintenance multiagent chemotherapy has resulted in a survival rate of 45% to 70%. In the case of neuroblastoma, a similar aggressive approach has not resulted in an improved survival. A different approach that uses screening of infants by urinary testing for VMA and HVA to detect earlier and potentially less malignant tumors has begun in Japan and North America in the hope that preclinical detection will reduce mortality.